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ABSTRACT
Recent theoretical work has shown that mechanical detection of
magnetic resonance from a single nuclear spin is in principle possible. This
theory has recently been experimentally validated by the mechanical detection
of electron spin resonance signals using microscale cantilevers. Currently we
are extending this technology in an attempt to detect nuclear signals which are
three orders of magnitude lower in intensity than electron signals. In order to
achieve the needed thousand-fold improvement in sensitivity we have
undertaken the development of optimized mechanical cantilevers and highly
polarized samples,
Finite element modeling is used as a too! to simulate cantilever beam
dynamics and to optimize the mechanical properties including Q, resonant
frequency, amplitude of vibration and spring constant. Simulations are
compared to experiments using heterodyne hologram interferometry.
Nanofabrication of optimized cantilevers via ion milling will be directed by the
outcome of these simulations and experiments.
Highly polarized samples are developed using a three-fold approach:
1) high magnetic field strength (2.5T), 2) low temperature (1K), and 3) use of
samples polarized by dynamic nuclear polarization, Our recent experiments
have demonstrated nuclear polarizations in excess of 50% in molecules of
toluene.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance force microscopy (MRFM) is the use of mechanically
detected magnetic resonance (MR) signals to image small objects with high
resolution and to simultaneously identify the chemical species. Until recently,
MR signals have only been detected by electrical means which have
sensitivity limit of approximately 1015 nucleons. Recent work by Sioles et al
has shown that the theoretical limit for mechanical detection is a single
nucleon1"4. Rugar et al have experimentally validated this theory by the
mechanical detection of electron spin resonance (ESR) signals using
microsca!e cantilevers5, 6.
Currently, we are extending this technology in an attempt to detect
nuclear signals which are three orders of magnitude lower in intensity than
electron signals. A subsequent goal is to determine the ultimate experimental
sensitivity of the technology with the goal of detecting a single nuclear spin.
The main focus of our investigations to date has been to Improve the sensitivity,
using both simulation and experiment to design and develop optimized
mechanical cantilevers and highly polarized samples.

2. BACKGROUND

A schematic diagram of the NMR force microscopeprobehead is shown
in Fig. 1. The probeheadis an evacuatedchamberand consistsof a
mechanicalcantilever,similarto those used in atomicforce microscopy,to
which the sample is mounted. The parametersof typicalcommercialcantilevers
includea Q of 2000 and a resonantfrequencyof 8 KHz. A small magnetic
sphere providesthe magneticfield gradientwhich is responsiblefor the high
resolutionof the microscope. An rf coil allowsfor excitationof the sample while
a Bomodulationcoil providesthe capabilityto slowlysweep the main magnetic
field. When the sample is at a criticaldistancewith respectto the field
generated by the magneticsphere, the cantileverwill oscillateat its resonant
frequency. The cantilevervibrationscan be detectedby the fiber optic
interferometerwhichhas a sensitivityon the order of 0.1 Angstroms7.
Positioningof the componentsis accomplishedwithvarious PZT translation
devices. This probeheadis designedto be insertedintoa He3-He4 dilution
refrigeratorwhichcan maintaina temperatureof 10mK. The dilutionrefrigerator
apparatus is containedwithina 2.5T superconductingvertical bore magnet. A
microwavewave guide is attachedto the probeheadto allowfor dynamic
nuclear polarization8 (DNP) of the sample. At 2.5T, 70 GHz microwavesare
used to irradiatethe sample for the DNP procedure.
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Fig. 1 NMR force microscopeprobehead.
The sensitivity of the NMR force microscope is determined by Eq. 1
t_rnin = (2

k ka

T ,_,v / Q

me)1/2 /IVBI

(1)

where J4minis the minimum magnetic moment detectable in a sample, k is the
springconstant,kB is Boltzman'sconstant,T is temperature,Bv is the detection
bandwidth,Q is the qualityfactor,o_cis the resonancefrequencyof the
cantileverand VB is the magneticfield gradient. In order to improvethe
sensitivityof the NMR force microscope,each of the parameters;in Eq. 1 should
be optimized.
Table 1 showsthe parametersfor Eq. 1 at theircurrentstatuswith
present day technologyand alsowhere they need to be in the future to achieve
single nucleonsensitivity. Pluggingin the currentstatusparameters intoEq. 1
yieldsa minimummagnetic moment sensitivityof 1.5X10"!7 J/T. Since a single
protonmagneticmoment is 1.4X10"26 J/T, an improvementof greater than 10
orders of magnitudein sensitivityis needed. Pluggingin the parameters in the
goal column gives a sensitivityof 2.2X10"28 J/T, more than enoughto see a
single proton. The parametersin the goal columnwere carefullychosensuch
that they shouldbe achievablewith careful designand fabricationusing
currentlyavailable materials and technology.
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Table 1 Technical Challenges to Achieve Single Proton Sensitivity.
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APPROACH

As discussed above, we are extending current MRFM technology in an
attemptto detect nuclear signalsand also to explore the ultimateachievable
sensitivityof the technology, This workts proceedingin two areas: 1) the
simulationand design of cantileversand 2) the developmentof polarized
samples. Optimal mechanicalcantileversprovidea more sensitivedetection
scheme, while highly polarizedsamplesgive an Increasedsignal intensity.
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To date, commercially available cantilevers designed for use in scanning
tunneling(STM) and atomicforce microscopy(AFM) have been used in MRFM
instruments. However,the propertiesof these cantileversare not optimizedfor
MRFM experiments. Our approachhas been to use finite element modeling
(FEM) as a tool to simulatecantileverbeam dynamicsand to optimizethe
mechanicalpropertiesincludingQ, resonantfrequency,amplitude of vibration
and springconstant. Simulationsare then comparedto experimentsusing
heterodynehologramInterferometry(HHI).
Previous,MRFM experimentshave been performedat roomtemperature
and at low magneticfield strengthsresultingin polarizationson the order of
10"6. The nuclear polarizationin a nuclearmagneticresonance(NMR)
experimentis describedby Eq. 2,
(n'1'- n,I,)/ n = yh Bo/ 2 ks T

(2)

where (nl' - n$) / n is the nuclearpolarization,7 isthe gyromagneticratio,h Is
Plank's constant,Bo Is the magneticfield strength, kBis Boltzman'sconstant
and T is the temperature. Our focus has been to improvethe achievable
nuclear polarizationsusinga three-fold approach:1) increasedmagnetic field
strength(2.5T), 2) decreasedtemperature(1K), and 3) use of samplespolarized
by dynamic nuclear polarization8.

4. RESULTS

An example of FEM and HHI of a cantilever beam is shownin Fig. 2, This
cantileverbeam is in secondtorsionmode at approximately5.2KHz. Note the
excellent agreement between the beam dynamics predictedby simulationand
those found experimentally, Nanofabricatlonof optimizedcantileverswill
ultimatelybe directedby the outcomeof these simulationsand experiments.
A particularlypromisingcantileverdesignwhichwe are currently
investigatingin detail is diagrammedin Fig, 3. Singlecrystal quartz will be
used as a material becauseit is well characterizedand can have Q values in
excess of 106. The smallsize of the beam combinedwith itsaspect ratioand
the reduced mass due to the holes shouldprovidea high resonantfrequency,
The sphereand sample are interchangedfrom thoseshown in Fig, 1 for ease of
operation.
An example of proton NMR detectionof a sample of toluene polarized by
DNP is shownin Fig. 4. The net polarizationachieved in thiscase was 56.5%,
The dashed line representsthe polarizationobservedwithoutthe DNP
procedure,whichunder these conditions(2.5T and 1K) Is 0.25%.
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C

Fig, 2 Cantilever beam in second torsion mode. (A and B) Finite element
modelingof cantilever beam dynamics;side and top views are shown,
respectively. (C) Heterodyne holograminterferometry of cantilever beam
resonatingat 5.2KHz,
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Fig. 3 Proposedcantileverbeam designfor increasedsensitivity.
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Fig. 4 Example of nuclear polarization by DNP in a sample of Toluene at 1K
and 2.5T. Dashed line representsnuclearpolarizationwithoutDNP.
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5.

DISCUSSION

The large improvementin nuclear polarization achieved by the DNP
procedureshoulddramaticallyincreasethe signal-to-noiseof the NMR force
microscopyexperiment. Using this added signal intensity,a straightforward
calculationof the sensitivityof this experimentbased on previouswork5 shows
that we shouldbe able to design an experimentaldevice capable of detecting
on the order of 109 nuclear spins. FurtherimprovementsIn sensitivityshould
be achieved by the designand fabricationof more sensitivecantileverswith
large Q and higher resonantfrequenciesbased on the outcomeof simulation
and experiment,
Overcomingthe technicalchallengesfacing the developmentof a single
molecule NMR force microscope will require considerable effort. However the
potential advantages of such a tool over present day technology such as
scanningtunnelingand atomicforce microscopy,justifythis effort,namely:
, The imagingis noncontactand nondestructive.
,, The imagingfield is three dimensionaland reaches belowthe
scannedsurface.
• NMR is the only methodwhichgivesdirect chemical information
aboutth_ sample.
The successful developmentof an NMR force microscope would make direct
molecular imaging a reality and would provide a valuable tool for diagnostic
and structuralstudies in materials science, microelectronics,molecular biology
and pharmaceuticaldevelopment.
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